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“How can teachers use 
assessments to ensure students 
are being provided with 
i t ti th t t k i t tinstruction that takes into account 
their strengths  and 
weaknesses?” –Dr Tatum onweaknesses?  Dr. Tatum on 
“Critical Questions”
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D t t f Lit Ed ti t N thDepartment of Literacy Education at Northern 
Illinois University. Before joining NIU’s faculty, 
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the University of Maryland. He began his career 
as an 8th grade teacher on the South Side of 
Chicago where he taught for five years.
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Rites of passage, turmoil 
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Chapter 1p

Literacy Development in 
l k d l lBlack Adolescent Males



Black Males and the 
“Adolescent Shift”

“Black males’ adolescent 
shift is greatly influenced 
by their schooling and 
whatever value they 
attach to it…”
Classroom environments often 
alienate the black male. Peer 
culture becomes more relevantculture becomes more relevant 
and meaningful than the school 
environment. 



The ResultThe Result

These students often fail to 
see the relevancy in the 
school experience. Some are 
exposed to violence andexposed to violence and 
gang activity at a young age, 
and are too consumed withand are too consumed with 
fear and a need for personal 
safety to actively engage in a 
curriculum that is not related 
to this primary need.



Boys and Reading:y g
The “Flow” Experience

Two ideas—gender-
awareness and an 
emphasis on masculinity 
have led to several 
specific suggestions on 
how to get boys involved 
in reading. 



SuggestionsSuggestions

• Use male-oriented texts with 
male characters.

• Use texts that are apt to 
engage boys emotionallyengage boys emotionally 
with the characters.

• Expose boys to non-fictionExpose boys to non fiction 
that involves learning 
something new.

• Use texts that legitimize the 
male experience and support 
boys’ view of themselves.boys  view of themselves.



“Flow”Flow

The flow experience 
involves text that can be 
easily transported into 
conversations and 
involves multiple 
perspectives.



Four Conditions Make 
Up this Experience:

• There is a feeling of control• There is a feeling of control.
• The activities provide an 

appropriate level of app op ate e e o
challenge.

• Clear goals and feedback are g
included.

• The focus is on the 
immediate.



Chapter 2Chapter 2

Turmoil and the Promise 
of Readingof Reading



Globalization and its 
effects on the urbaneffects on the urban 

community

Many urban communities are populated 
with low-skill laborers with little 
opportunity for job growth. As 
multinational corporations growmultinational corporations grow 
larger, urban economic neglect and 
the scarcity of job opportunities have 
led to a decline in the overall quality q y
of life for young black males during 
the 1980’s and 1990’s. This has led to 
higher levels of drug-related crime 
and violenceand violence.



Rites of PassageRites of Passage

“I read about an anxious 
J i h b iyoung Jewish boy preparing 

for his Bar Mitzvah. I 
concluded that something g
was missing in my life. What 
was my rite of passage? As I 
compared my life to thosecompared my life to those 
characters in the books I was 
reading, I came to feel as 
though my development was 
being charted in insignificant 
waters ”waters…



The Roots of Black 
Male Turmoil

In their book Black Man Emerging, 
J h Whit d J CJoseph White and James Cones 
assert that the story of black men in 
America has three beginnings: g g

o Their past in Africa
o The coming of the slave ship
o The period after the Civil War
Years of oppression and stereotyping 

in the media set up barriers to blackin the media set up barriers to black 
males in a subservient role in 
society.



Chapter 3Chapter 3

Black Males and the 
Reading Achievement 

Gap



Black Male Response to p
Turmoil: “The Cool Pose”

The “Cool Pose” is ritualized formThe Cool Pose  is ritualized form 
of masculinity that uses certain 
behaviors, scripts, physical , p , p y
posturing, and carefully crafted 
performance to convey a strong 

f d h dimpression of pride, strength, and 
control. It is a coping mechanism.



The black male adopts 
the “cool pose” as a waythe cool pose  as a way 

to:

• Cope with oppression, 
invisibility, and marginality.

• Communicate power, 
t h d t h t dtoughness, detachment, and 
style.
Maintain a balance between• Maintain a balance between 
his inner life and his social 
environment.environment.

• Cope with conflict and 
anxiety.y



“Cool Pose” con’tCool Pose  con t.

• Render him visible and 
empower him.

• Neutralize stress.
• Manage his feelings of rage 

in the face of discrimination 
and prejudice.

• Counter the negative forces 
i hi lifin his life.



Although adopting the cool pose as a 
coping mechanism can be in some ways p g y

positive, it can have some negative 
consequences.

• Trouble with authorities who lack 
understanding of the coping 
mechanism.
L k f lf di l th t k• Lack of self-disclosure that makes 
him difficult to “reach”
Avoidance of institutions that are• Avoidance of institutions that are 
“uncool” (school, museums, 
churches, etc.)churches, etc.)

• Refusal to retreat in the face of 
violence.



Institutional Responses p
to Black Male Turmoil

Institutional responses to 
black male turmoil vary. 
Some are designed to help 
black males move beyondblack males move beyond 
their turmoil. Other are 
punitive in nature, theirpunitive in nature, their 
intent being to stamp out the 
black males’ response to 
turmoil.



“Treating the g
Symptoms”

According to the study Cellblocks or 
Classrooms? The Funding of 
Higher Education and CorrectionsHigher Education and Corrections 
and Its Impact on African 
American Men, spending on 

ti t l t i ticorrections grew at least six times 
the rate of state spending on 
education between 1980-2000.



“Treating the g
Symptoms” con’t.

During this time, the number 
of prison inmates in the 
United states quadrupled 
from 500 000 to 2 millionfrom 500,000 to 2 million.  
Although only 13% of the 
total population are blacktotal population are black 
males, they make up 50% of 
the prison population.



“Treating the g
Symptoms” con’t.

This increase in 
spending came as a 
result of the War on 
Drugs  which targeted Drugs, which targeted 
young black males who 
had turned to drug g
dealing as a response 
to turmoil, as a way out 
of a life of poverty.



Getting Beyond the g y
Turmoil 

To remedy black males’ 
underachievement  some underachievement, some 
educators have established 
school and community 
programs specifically to programs specifically to 
educate black males. Some 
examples:
D t it’  M l l  X A do Detroit’s Malcolm X Academy

o Ujamaa Institute of New York 
These schools offer an These schools offer an 
Africentric curriculum and “rites 
of passage” programs 
specifically for black males.specifically for black males.



Traditional schools inadvertently 
create difficulties for black malescreate difficulties for black males 

in turmoil in several ways:

• Micro-aggressiongg
• Psychometric warfare
• Misguided educational• Misguided educational 

placements
• Barriers to learning• Barriers to learning
• Expulsion and suspension



Micro aggressionMicro-aggression

This includes minor things 
teachers say or do on a day-to-day 
basis that may anger their black 
male students For example: “Ifmale students. For, example: If 
you practiced your math as much 
as you practiced basketball, youas you practiced basketball, you 
wouldn’t be failing.” Statements 
like this project stereotypical 
images of black males.



Psychometric WarfarePsychometric Warfare

Assessments such as IQ Tests often 
become a simplistic approach to 
d fi i t d t biliti ddefining students abilities and 
potential. This approach ignores 
historical truths and culturalhistorical truths and cultural 
principles. 



Misguided Educational g
Placements

Bl k l lBlack males are very rarely 
found in gifted programs. 
This may be a result of lowerThis may be a result of lower 
expectations of teachers, 
brought on by heavy reliance g y y
on the testing that ignores 
history and culture.



Barriers to LearningBarriers to Learning

Poor black young people oftenPoor black young people often 
must attend schools characterized 
by poorly prepared teachers, y p y p p ,
inadequate educational facilities, 
low teacher expectations, and 

ff dineffective administrators.



Expulsion and p
Suspension

The expulsion and suspension 
rates of black males are 
disproportionately higher than all 
other groups For example in oneother groups. For example, in one 
school district, black males make 
up only 12% of the population, butup only 12% of the population, but 
over 40% of all suspensions. This 
district is far from being unique.



Multiple p
Literacies

•Social•Social
•Academic
•Emotional
•Cultural



Tatum identifies four 
types of literacy thattypes of literacy that 
teachers should foster.

Social Literacy—The ability to navigate a 
variety of settings with people with similar orvariety of settings with people with similar or 
dissimilar view.

Academic Literacy—Skills and strategies that 
can be applied independently to handle 
cognitively demanding tasks.

Cultural Literacy—A consciousness of historicalCultural Literacy A consciousness of historical 
and current events that shapes one’s identity as 
an African American.

Emotional Literacy The ability to manageEmotional Literacy—The ability to manage 
one’s own feelings and beliefs.





Black Males in an 
Educational SettingEducational Setting
Chapters 4,5, and 6



Chapter 4: 
Reconceptualizing the RoleReconceptualizing the Role 

of Literacy Instruction

• The overall goal of this framework• The overall goal of this framework 
is to help teachers and 
administrators create classrooms 

h bl k l i litwhere black males receive literacy 
instruction that both promotes 
academic excellence and nurtures a 
positive identity of who they are 
and what they can become –
classrooms that are nestingclassrooms that are nesting 
grounds for literacy development.



Steps in making one’s classroom 
a nesting ground for Black Male 

students should focus on:

• Academic excellence
• Cultural, social, and emotional 

development
• Authentic discussions related to 

identity and masculinityidentity and masculinity
• Ways to overcome obstacles



Black Males should be 
encouraged to think aboutencouraged to think about 

questions like:

• What does it mean to be a man?
• What does it mean to be a black 

man in America?
• What does it mean to be• What does it mean to be 

despised because of the color of 
your skin?

• What does it mean to be• What does it mean to be 
misunderstood?

• What does it mean to be 
d lstereotyped as a criminal?

• What does it mean to overcome?



Questions (cont.)( )

• What does it mean to be feared? 
• What does it mean to be 

invisible?invisible?
• These questions and many more 

suggest why a high percentage 
of black males are 
undereducated or miseducated in 
many of America’s schoolsmany of America s schools.



Chapter 5: Structuring 
Curriculum OrientationsCurriculum Orientations 
that Empower Students

• What should be taught?
• Why should this be taught – that 

is, how is this meaningful for 
those being taught?those being taught?

• What will be the outcome of 
teaching this?

• These are the questions that 
should be addressed when 
examining curriculum materialsexamining curriculum materials, 
orientations, and the role of 
schooling.



An Effective 
Curriculum

• In order to structure an effective 
curriculum orientation for black 
males teachers must evaluatemales, teachers must evaluate 
present curricula and select 
quality materials that will engage 
their black male students and 
maximize the potential for 
improved academic, social, andimproved academic, social, and 
economic outcomes.



“Must-Read” Texts for 
Black Males

Th l h b t th i Th• The alphabet, their names, The 
Bible

• The Emancipation ProclamationThe Emancipation Proclamation
• Appeal: To the Colored Citizens 

of the World by David Walker
• The Narrative of the Life of 

Frederick Douglass, An American 
Slave by Frederick DouglassSlave by Frederick Douglass

• Up from Slavery by Booker T. 
Washington



“Must-read” texts 
(cont.)

• The Miseducation of the NegroThe Miseducation of the Negro
by Carter G. Woodson

• The Autobiography of Malcolm X
by Alex Haley and Malcolm Xby Alex Haley and Malcolm X

• Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison
• Go Tell It on the Mountain and 

The Fire Next Time by James 
Baldwin

• Native Son and Black Boy byNative Son and Black Boy by 
Richard Wright



“Cultural Hooks”

• These are all books from a historical 
perspective and we can find 
relevance in these books today.

• A solution for black males being• A solution for black males being 
turned off by long books is to have 
black males read more texts that 
address their concerns and texts thataddress their concerns and texts that 
can help shape their ideas and their 
identity. The volume of text black 

l d b i d if thmales read can be increased if they 
are given text that matters to them.



Chapter 6: Culturally 
Responsive Teaching

• A culturally responsive approach involves y p pp
teachers’ using their students’ culture as an 
important source of the students’ 
education.

• A good description of culturally responsive 
teaching is:

1. Acknowledges students’ cultural 
heritage as it affects their dispositions, 
attitudes and approaches to learningattitudes, and approaches to learning, 
and recognizes that it contains content 
worthy to be included in the curriculum.



Culturally responsive y p
teaching (cont.)

• 2 Builds meaning between students’2. Builds meaning between students  
home and school experiences as well 
as “school stuff” and the students’ 
lived realities.ed ea t es

• 3. Uses a wide variety of instructional 
strategies.

• 4 Teaches an appreciation of the• 4. Teaches an appreciation of the 
students’ own cultural heritage as well 
as that of others.

• 5 Incorporates multicultural• 5. Incorporates multicultural 
information, resources, and materials 
in the subjects and skills routinely 
taught in schoolstaught in schools.



Chapter 6: ConclusionChapter 6: Conclusion

C l ll i d• Culturally responsive pedagogy 
has been effective for 
addressing the literacy needsaddressing the literacy needs 
of students of color.  However, 
policy makers, school 
d i i d ladministrators, and classroom 

teachers have not called for its 
widespread implementation aswidespread implementation as 
a way to promote the reading 
achievement of black males.





Literacy Instructiony
Chapters 7, 8, 9



Chapter 7
“Providing forProviding for 
Transformative Tools” 

When teachers give their students skills and e teac e s g e t e stude ts s s a d
strategies without showing them the 
transformative possibilities associated with 
those skills and strategies, the students will g ,
find them to be useless tools. This is what 
happens, for example, when teachers use 
test prep in an attempt to improve students' 
reading scores.  Students ask:  "Why are we 
doing this?“ or  complain, "We did this 
already." If teachers are unable to make the 
k ll d h h lskills and strategies they teach relate in some 

way to their students' lives, the students will 
not see the need to use the skills and 
t t istrategies. 



Chapter 7
Why are Black male students 
different? According to Tatum it is 
because…

Teaching a black male student that reading 
fluently, making inferences, improving 
vocabulary and writing does matter Thesevocabulary, and writing does matter. These 
literacy goals have to be embedded in texts 
that mean something to these young men. 
By the time black male students reachBy the time black male students reach 
middle school and high school, they want to 
know how improved literacy will benefit 
them personallythem personally. 



Chapter 7
Soccer and Reading

Tatum makes an interesting analogy of comparing 
d h hsoccer to reading. Both require commitment in the 

process, and a certain amount of pain is endured in 
the process. With both activities, you must do the 
following:g

Make yourself comfortable beforehand by setting 
expectations, or a purpose. In reading, you might scan 
the text for difficult vocabulary or words that youthe text for difficult vocabulary, or words that you 
could say might cause pain.

Practice or use the skills and knowledge you already 
possess to help you succeed in the case of readingpossess to help you succeed—in the case of reading, 
your aim would be to understand text.

Be willing to do something different when you 
b lencounter obstacles.



Chapter 7
Soccer and Reading

Setting a purpose for reading isSetting a purpose for reading is 
necessary, not unlike coaching 
strategy for an upcoming soccer 
gamegame

Constructing meaning of the text using 
lti l i tmultiple cueing systems;

Becoming actively engaged with text by 
monito ing comp ehension as the eadmonitoring comprehension as they read;

Assessing their understanding after the 
readingreading.



Chapter 7
Good Readers have theGood Readers have the 
following characteristics:

Put text in their own words to check 
comprehension;

Understand that reading is more than 
answering questions correctly;answering questions correctly;

Use multiple cueing systems (visual, 
structural, meaning, and background 
knowledge);

Understand reading as a meaning-
making process;making process;

Read fast enough to make sure they 
connect the beginning of the text with the 
end of the textend of the text.



Chapter 8

Wh d d t t th t tWhy do we need to strengthen text 
discussions with Black Male 
students?

There is a urgent need to help black male 
students break the “underachieving” cyclestudents break the underachieving  cycle.

Discussing texts with black males cannot be separated 
from the role of literacy instruction, the importance of 

i l i i d h d f l llcurriculum orientation, and the need for a culturally 
responsive approach to literacy teaching.

Discussing texts with these—or any—students is not 
possible if they do not have the skills and strategies thatpossible if they do not have the skills and strategies that 
anchor a comprehensive approach to literacy teaching.

Discussing texts with black male students cannot be done 
effectively without an awareness of their identity and theireffectively without an awareness of their identity and their 
definition of mas-culinity, as pointed out in the research 
on boys and reading.

Discussing texts with black male students cannot beDiscussing texts with black male students cannot be 
separated from the turmoil they are forced to endure.



Chapter 8
Considering Turmoil

Tatum believes that text  for Black Males should be authentic 
to strengthen their black male identity. For text discussions 
with black males to be effective, teachers must take into 
account the turmoil in their students' lives. Ideally, the texts 
that are selected should have multiple functions. For each 
text being considered, ask the following questions:

1. Can the text be used to strengthen black male 
identity?

2. Will the text challenge them cognitively?

3. Will it move them to examine their in-school and 
out-of-school lives?

4.   Will it give them the opportunity to practice the 
reading strategies needed to comprehend textreading strategies needed to comprehend text 
independently?



Chapter 8
Considering Turmoil

In addition, the texts need to be ,
discussed in culturally responsive 
ways. The way literature is discussed 
in the class profoundly affects blackin the class profoundly affects black 
males' engagement or 
disengagement as readers. Literature 
h ld h l thshould help these young men 

understand history, substantiate their 
existence, and give them a chance to g
examine possible political, social, and 
cultural undertakings that may 
present themselves in the futurepresent themselves in the future.



Chapter 9
Fluency and MultiFluency and Multi-

Syllabic Words

Tatum’s findings suggests that his students’ problem
with comprehension were more related to fluency
than decoding. Planned fluency and word study
instruction (such as decoding by analogy) using text
that the students were required to read in order to
respond to students' needs at the word level was
important. The goal should be to contextualize thep g
word study instruction and not teach words in
isolation. The answer to his students' difficulties at the
word level did not require more phonics instruction;
instead they needed word study instruction thatinstead, they needed word study instruction that
would help them quickly recognize phonogram
patterns in multi-syllable words.



Chapter 9
Fluency and Multi-Syllabic 

Words 
Tatum’s conclusion

“Without a careful and thorough 
assessment profile of students'assessment profile of students  
decoding abilities, a teacher 
might give his/her students more g g
phonics instruction, which would 
have resulted in misdirected 

d ff t ”energy and effort.”



Chapter 9
Getting a completeGetting a complete 
picture

Several years ago one of Tatum’s
ll i f d t th t hcolleagues informed a parent that her son

had a reading problem. The mother asked
the teacher how she might best help her
son at home The teacher replied that theson at home. The teacher replied that the
youngster simply needed to read more.
The mother persisted: "Are there certain
things I should help him with?" Thethings I should help him with? The
teacher responded, "Just have him read
more and he should be okay." Then the
mother asked the teacher to suggestmother asked the teacher to suggest
some readings for her son. The teacher
responded, "It does not matter what he
reads as long as he is reading."g g



Chapter 9
Getting a complete picture
“What Tatum does not like to 
hear from teachers”

This exchange troubled Tatum on several g
levels.

Can anyone guess why Dr. Tatum found this 
disturbing coming from a teacher?

Class response activity.



Chapter 9
Getting a complete picture
“What Tatum does not like to 
hear from other teachers”

’Tatum’s response:

First, the teacher did not have a sense of 
h t i th ' diffi ltwhat was causing the young man's difficulty 

with reading. Just saying that a student has 
a "reading problem" is too open-ended.

Second, the teacher did not give the mother 
specific suggestions on how to support her 
son at home and help him improve hisson at home and help him improve his 
reading. 



Chapter 9
Getting a complete pictureGetting a complete picture
Tatum’s suggestions

Third, the teacher told the mother "it does
not matter" what her son reads "as long asnot matter what her son reads as long as
he is reading." This communicates the
message that text does not matter and the
young man's interests do not matter Theyoung man s interests do not matter. The
outcome maybe a student who is “acting”
to read without actually reading the text.



Chapter 9
This is what Tatum would have 
suggested to the parent:

Support the young man's reading of multi-syllable words 
because he was having difficulty with them, and this was 
slowing him down.

H l hi l tt ti t th i f th t tHelp him pay close attention to the meaning of the text as 
he goes from paragraph to paragraph because he has not 
been monitoring his comprehension.

Help him set a purpose for his reading by turning headingsHelp him set a purpose for his reading by turning headings 
and sub-headings into questions.

Have him form visual representations of what is occurring 
in the text perhaps by having him draw a picture toin the text, perhaps by having him draw a picture to 
demonstrate his understanding of the text.

Encourage him to complete graphic organizers.



Chapter 9
Cognitive “Close-Ups”

Cognitive close may include some of the following:

A profile of the student's strengths and weaknesses at 
the word level: Is the student having difficulty 
decoding? Is the student having difficulty decoding 
words quickly? Does the student have a limited q y
vocabulary?

A profile at the text level:
Does the student monitor his comprehension?Does the student monitor his comprehension?
Does the student make meaning-changing miscues?
Does the student lack reading fluency?
Does the student attempt to use the same strategies for 
ll t t?all text?

Notes on difficulties at the conceptual level:
Does the student have a strong concept of reading? 
Does the student have a hard time figuring out why he 
cannot comprehend the text?



Chapter 9p
Pedagogical “Close-Ups”

Pedagogical close-up may include:

Does the student have choice during instructional 
time?

I th t d t i i i t ti i i dIs the student receiving instruction in a caring and 
supportive environment?

Does the student have the opportunity to fail and 
recover?

Is the student's culture considered during instruction 
and instructional planning?p g

Is the student's identity as an adolescent considered 
during instruction and instructional planning?



Chapter 9
Psychological “Close-Psychological Close-
Ups”

Psychological close-ups may include some of   
th f ll i h t i tithe following characteristics:

Self-efficacy:
Does the student attribute difficulties to ability orDoes the student attribute difficulties to ability or 
effort?

Failure prevention:
Is the student's goal to pass, not necessarily to learn?

Emotional overload:
Does the student feel stupid?Does the student feel stupid?
Does the student experience frustration in class?
Does the student suffer from a fear of 
embarrassment?



Chapter 9
Physiological “Close-Physiological Close-
Ups”

Ph i l i l l i thPhysiological close-ups may require the 
evaluation of an expert outside of the 
classroom to determine whether the 
student has any of the following:student has any of the following:

Difficulty retaining information.

A specific medical condition.

Vision problems. Becoming a real 
problem with students not having their 
eyes corrected or refusing to wear their y g
glasses in the classroom





Assessment 
Approaches “The ClozeApproaches The Cloze 

Activity”

Cloze activities can help students to monitor their 
comprehension and help them use multiple cueing 
systems to construct a text that makes sense using 

d b k f th t t dword banks from the text read.



What’s Next?

I have presented Dr. Tatum’s theoretical and p
instructional guidelines needed to advance 
the literacy of black males.

However, teachers need assistance to 
incorporate these ideas and goals into their 
teaching. They need time, ongoing reflection, 
and support; they need ongoing professional 
development.





Methods of Professional 
DevelopmentDevelopment
Chapters 10 and 11



Chapter 10

EstablishingEstablishing
Professional-Development 

CommunityCommunity



ImplementationImplementation

Teachers are more likely to 
h th i b h i hchange their behavior when:

• They believe in and 
understand the change andunderstand the change and 
can modify the ideas to work 
in their own classrooms.

• They are provided with 
evidence that it will work 
with their studentswith their students.

• They know how they will be 
affected: time, energy, , gy,
rewards.



Implementation p
(Cont.)

• Teachers observe in each other’s 
classrooms analyze one another’sclassrooms, analyze one another s 
data, and report successes and failures 
to their professional-development 
group.
L d b l t f i l• Leaders buy relevant professional 
journals, discuss interesting 
innovations at meetings, and are 
explicit in what is expected from p p
teachers.

• The community is collaborative, 
grounded in the teachers’ own work 
and in research on best practices andand in research on best practices, and 
provides teachers with opportunities to 
experiment and evaluate new ideas in 
the classroom.



EvaluationEvaluation

• How is the group working 
together?

• What kinds of changes are 
t ki l i ti ?taking place in practice?

• What impact are the changes 
having on students?having on students?

• What can be learned from 
the professionalthe professional 
development?



Recipe for SuccessRecipe for Success

• All the participants must be involved• All the participants must be involved 
to encourage ownership.

• Evaluations must be conducted 
l lregularly.

• There must be a strong conceptual 
framework.

• The roles and responsibilities of the 
members of the community must be 
well defined.well defined.

• Teachers must be provided with 
support.



Chapter 11Chapter 11

Conducting TeacherConducting Teacher 
Inquiries



Inquiring q g
Professionals

• Pose questions or 
wonderings

• Collect data to gain insights
• Analyze the data
• Read relevant literature
• Make changes in practice 

based on new 
d t diunderstandings

• SHARE FINDINGS with 
othersothers



Purpose of Teacher 
InquiryInquiry

(or Action Research)

S G l• INVESTIGATE a relevant 
classroom problem.
EXPAND th t h ’• EXPAND the teacher’s 
professional knowledge in a 
specific disciplinespecific discipline.

• IMPROVE the teacher’s 
practice, SOLVE a problem, p , p ,
INSTITUTE change, or 
ENHANCE  development.





Anticipatory set of p y
questions

1. My son’s teacher tell me that since he has a learning 
disability in reading, that he needs to be in a resource 
room? Can you tell me something about this?

2. My child’s teacher is very young and maybe 
inexperienced. She sends him home with books that are 
very below his grade level. What should I do?

3. My child is in a resource room all-day. I know he needs 
help in math. But at home he is reading all the time. 
The teacher tells him that if he wants to go to a 
different reading class, he will have to take a test. What g
test is the teacher talking about? 

4. My son’s reading teacher seems to get upset when his 
reading tutor comes into the classroom to give him one-
on-one help. What should I do to calm this teacher’s p
anxiety?

5. Will my child’s disability in reading ever disappear. I 
would like for him to become a lawyer someday?



Anticipatory set of p y
questions

6. I make my son read in his bedroom at least an hour 
everyday. However, when I peek into his room, I can 
tell he is not reading at all. What am I doing wrong?

7. Ever since my child was placed in the resource room, he 
does not seem to have friends anymore. What can you 
suggest?

8. My son loves his special ed teacher and reading tutor. 
But really dislikes his science teacher. He says that she 
ignores him in class and will not give him extra time to 
finish his tests. Is this typical for science classes?yp

9. My child comes home with vocabulary flash cards for his 
social studies class. He says that his teacher thinks it is 
important to know these words before the test. I 
thought social studies was about memorization, g ,
studying about wars and coloring maps? Since when is 
knowing the meaning of words important in social 
studies?

10. I have an IEP meeting coming-up. What should I do to g g p
prepare  for it, if anything?



Workshop Evaluation: Learning Disabilities Workshop
Location: GCU

Date: May 17, 2009

Participant Evaluation of questionsp q

Circle the appropriate rating. Explain if possible in the area 
under the statement.
Excellent 5 -Above average 4 – Average 3- Basic 2- Poor 1Excellent 5 Above average 4 Average 3 Basic 2 Poor 1

The content of the workshop was relevant.
Explain:

5 4 3 2 1 

The pace of the workshop was appropriate.
Explain:

5 4 3 2 1 
Explain:

The time allotted for the workshop was appropriate.
Explain:

5 4 3 2 1 

The presentation was clear and to the point. 5 4 3 2 1The presentation was clear and to the point.
Explain:

5 4 3 2 1 

The presenter was responsive to participants.
Explain:

5 4 3 2 1 

The presenter demonstrated thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
topic.
Explain:

5 4 3 2 1 

Any suggestions to better the presentation?


